Regulation of modern societies requires the generation of large sets of heterogeneous legal documents: bills, acts, decrees, administrative decisions, court decisions, legal opinions, circulars, etc. More and more legal publishing bodies publish these documents online, although usually in formats that are not machine-readable and without following Open Data principles. Until an open by default generation and publication process is employed, ex-post transformation of legal documents into Legal Open Data is required. Since manual transformation is a time-consuming and costly process, automated methods need to be applied. While some research efforts toward the automation of the transformation process exist, the alignment of such approaches with proposed Open Data methodologies in order to promote data exploitation is still an open issue. In this paper, we present a methodology aligned to the Open Data ecosystem approach for the automated transformation of Greek court decisions and legal opinions into Legal Open Data that builds on legal language processing methods and tools. We show that this approach produces Legal Open Data of satisfying quality while highly reducing the need for manual intervention.
Introduction
Due to increased complexity of the political, economic, and social environment in which people live and act, modern societies have set up institutions that produce constantly growing sets of legal documents for their regulation. These sets include documents of primary legislation (e.g., the constitution and the laws), documents of secondary legislation (e.g., ministerial decisions), court decisions, legal opinions, and even documents released from public administration bodies regarding the application of the law (e.g., administrative circulars). As technology advances and the web expands, these documents, originally printed on paper, are now available online in most countries. Open access to law is a basis for democratic society and computer technology facilitates public access to legal resources at a low cost [1]. Peruginelli describes law as "the operating system of our society", stating that "the nature of law is so pervasive, it becomes essential for everybody to know about it" [2] . Initiatives such as the "free access to law movement" [3] and public accessibility projects will probably result in governments providing online access to even more legal information resources in the future [4] . The volume of these heterogeneous documents is expected to constantly rise, forming datasets that show many of the characteristics that define Big Data. Even if their volume cannot be compared to the volume of data collected from other sources such as social networks, their Information 2020, 11, 10 3 of 30
Related Work
Several research efforts take advantage of legal language processing for the automated transformation of unstructured legal documents into Open Data or Linked Open Data. The OpenLaws EU project [5] aimed at aggregating legal resources (legislation and case law) from EU and member states and exposing them as Big Open Legal Data through an innovative platform. NLP techniques were used to semantically analyze the approximately 1,9 million legal documents that were collected and detect legal references. Another relevant EU project was EUcases [16] , which adopted Akoma Ntoso as the format for representing law and case law. The objective of the project was the automated transformation of multilingual Legal Open Data into Linked Open Data after semantic and structural analysis with natural language parsing, and in order to achieve it, rule-based parsers that look for specific keywords were implemented. The parsing tools were accomplishing the task of extracting information necessary to form the Akoma Ntoso metadata section and the task of identifying structural units of the legal documents which were used for marking up the texts. ManyLaws [17] is also an ongoing EU project that intends to exploit natural language processing and text mining in order to produce semantically annotated Big Open Legal Data. Furthermore, in [12] Sannier et al. describe their approach and the lessons learned from the large-scale automatic markup of five legislative codes of Luxembourg in Akoma Ntoso. NLP scripts (applying regular expressions for pattern matching) are used in conjunction with a conceptual model to detect and markup the structural elements of the texts and the legal cross-references. The researchers focused exclusively on structural markup and did not proceed to semantic markup of the documents. In another, recent publication [18] , the authors describe an automated XML marker transforming legal texts into Akoma Ntoso format, which uses a hybrid approach of both rule-based and machine learning tools for the implementation of the structural marker and the named entity recognizer. Their approach resulted in significant reduction of the required time effort compared to manual markup of the texts.
Interestingly, during recent years, research teams from Greece have put efforts in parsing Greek legislative documents and transforming them into structured data. Chalkidis et al. [19] implemented a rule-based parser that parses PDF documents of the Greek Government Gazette and transforms them into Linked Open Data (RDF triples). In [20] Koniaris et al. describe a DSL based approach for parsing legal documents, identifying their structural elements and metadata, and converting plain text to XML following the LegalDocML schema. Regular expressions are used to detect legal citations and interlink the documents.
Open Data Methodology
Several models have been proposed to describe the Open Data lifecycle (i.e., the processes and practices related to data handling from creation to exploitation), each one having its own strengths and weaknesses [21] . Currently, more researchers have been highlighting the need to replace traditional Open Data practices with approaches that focus on the larger Open Data environment, known as the Open Data ecosystem, in order to create value from Open Data. For an extensive literature review on this subject, one may refer to [22] . Following this "ecosystem" approach, the researchers in [23] combined steps from existing models in an extended Open Data lifecycle, which consists of the following stages: create/gather, pre-process, curate, store/obtain, publish, retrieve/acquire, process, use, collaborate with users, and provide feedback. As Open Data ecosystems involve a data provider and a data user level [22] , the researchers imagined that the above stages form two interdependent cycles [21] : the inner one referring to the data provider level (create, preprocess, curate, store/obtain, publish) and the outer one to the data user level (retrieve/acquire, process, use, collaborate with users, and provide feedback). Similarly, Lnenicka and Komarkova [24] focusing on Big and Open Linked Data (BOLD) ecosystems, identified several types of involved stakeholders (ecosystem orchestrator, service provider, application provider, data producer, data publisher, data user, and data prosumer) and proposed a BOLD analytics lifecycle consisting of six phases: acquisition and extraction, management and preparation, storage and archiving, processing and analysis, visualization and use, publication, sharing, Information 2020, 11, 10 4 of 30 and reuse. Each stakeholder participates in different phases of the model with a different role in each phase.
The work presented in this paper is part of a wider project [25] which aims to collect a variety of Greek legal documents from available heterogeneous sources and transform them into Legal Open Data. In order to fully exploit the benefits of Open Data, our methodological approach was designed having the ecosystem approach in mind and is aligned with the models presented above. Previous research efforts do not take into account this proposed methodology and we believe that our work fills in this gap. Table 1 shows the steps of our approach and how they match the stages of the extended Open Data lifecycle (inner cycle for data publishers) and the BOLD analytics lifecycle. As we are not actually the creators of the legal resources, but we are generating structured legal data from the large datasets of unstructured legal documents that we collect, our role is more that of a "transforming" publisher. Since the two models describe different roles for the involved stakeholders of the ecosystem, we set our role to more accurately represent the data provider role from the extended Open Data lifecycle and the data publisher role from the BOLD analytics lifecycle. As a result, as part of our methodology we define steps and actions related to the phases that correspond to these roles. Table 1 . Steps of our methodology and mapping to the stages of the Extended Open Data lifecycle and the BOLD (Big and Open Linked Data) analytics lifecycle.
Extended Open Data Lifecycle [23]
Our Methodology BOLD Analytics Lifecycle [24] Create/Gather The steps of our methodology for this Legal Open Data project are described below:
1. Identify online sources of legal documents: While publishing of data in fragmented sources is considered to pose severe impediments to their reuse [10] , legal documents are usually published through a variety of web platforms and there is not a single access point. Moreover, sometimes the same documents reside in more than one web locations. Consequently, a first step in the process is the identification and evaluation of available online sources of legal documents.
2.
Collect documents: During this step, legal documents are gathered from the selected sources of the previous step. This task requires the development of software that takes advantage of available APIs and web services or, in the frequent case that such services are not provided, the implementation of web scrapers. Unfortunately, in the latter case, apart from the required effort for the development of a different script for each source, there is also the disadvantage that even a small change in the source's structure may turn the scraper not functional.
3.
Transform to plain text: Legal documents are often published in closed, not machine-processable formats, such as PDF or Microsoft Word. In order to extract the legal content from these files, it is required to convert them in plain text. This step includes also pre-processing tasks for the removal of erroneous or irrelevant elements (e.g., page numbers, footers, headers, etc.) injected from the conversion process.
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4.
Modelling: Several standards for the modeling of legal resources have been developed as part either of national or international initiatives [26] . Each standard defines a set of metadata and structural and semantic elements. In this step, the appropriate model must be adopted according to the project requirements. In our case, the Akoma Ntoso document model is used and the reasons for this choice are explained in Section 5.
5.
Transform to structured format: During this step, NLP techniques are applied in order to identify the metadata of the legal schema (in case they are not available from the original source) and the structural parts of the documents. In addition, semantic information about elements of the documents (e.g., legal references, persons, locations, dates, etc.) is extracted. The legal language processing approach we followed to accomplish the transformation is presented in Section 6.
6.
Store: This step involves decisions related to the storage of the generated open datasets. Data can be uploaded to existing repositories (e.g., national data portals) or to newly deployed data managements systems. Moreover, in this step the datasets can get linked to other available open datasets and APIs or web services providing access to them can be developed.
7.
Publish: In this final step, legal issues related to the license under which data are published and to intellectual properties rights are covered.
The above methodology was implemented in the framework of our research and the architecture of the system that we designed is shown in Figure 1 . In the rest of the paper, we mainly focus on the components that are related to steps 1 and 2 (Section 4-Data collectors), 4 (Section 5-Modelling) and 5 (Section 6-Legal Text Processor) of the methodology. Some information is also provided for the implementation of the other steps, however not in full detail, since they are related more to technical decisions and do not present significant research interest.
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Sources of Legal Texts
While our project involves several types of Greek legal documents, in this paper we focus on the transformation of two of these types into Open Data: judgments of two of the Supreme Courts of Greece and legal opinions of the Legal Council of State.
In Greece, two of the three Supreme Courts publish their decisions: The Supreme Civil and Criminal Court (SCCC-also known as Arios Pagos, a name originating from Ancient Greece) and the Council of State (COS), which is the Supreme Administrative Court of Greece. Most civil law countries follow a strict policy regarding personal data of applicants and defendants, based on the view that publishing such data does not serve the goals of transparency of the judicial process and spread of knowledge about jurisprudential developments [27] . Consequently, decisions of Greek courts are published online in an anonymized form as far as concerns natural persons. Both courts publish their decisions in poorly structured HTML documents, where the legal text resides as plain text within paragraph or div HTML elements. Since in both cases there is no API or Web Service that would allow machine-to-machine interoperability, we had to develop web scrappers in order to 
In Greece, two of the three Supreme Courts publish their decisions: The Supreme Civil and Criminal Court (SCCC-also known as Arios Pagos, a name originating from Ancient Greece) and the Council of State (COS), which is the Supreme Administrative Court of Greece. Most civil law countries follow a strict policy regarding personal data of applicants and defendants, based on the view that publishing such data does not serve the goals of transparency of the judicial process and spread of knowledge about jurisprudential developments [27] . Consequently, decisions of Greek courts are published online in an anonymized form as far as concerns natural persons. Both courts publish their decisions in poorly structured HTML documents, where the legal text resides as plain text within paragraph or div HTML elements. Since in both cases there is no API or Web Service that would allow machine-to-machine interoperability, we had to develop web scrappers in order to download the court decisions and the limited set of (non-standardized) metadata elements that describe them. The overhead posed from this scraping process is identified as a barrier to court decisions re-use [27] . The Python crawling framework Scrapy was used for the case of the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court and the Selenium framework for the case of the Council of State, since in the latter case the existing search form adds non-persistent session IDs to the URLs that are difficult to handle and as a result the user click behavior had to be simulated. In total, 40193 judgments of the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court from 1997 to 2017 and 101337 judgments of the Council of State from 1990 to 2016 were retrieved ( Figure 2 ). We should note that not all judgments of these courts are digitized and available to access online.
Information 2020, 11, 10 6 of 29 download the court decisions and the limited set of (non-standardized) metadata elements that describe them. The overhead posed from this scraping process is identified as a barrier to court decisions re-use [27] . The Python crawling framework Scrapy was used for the case of the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court and the Selenium framework for the case of the Council of State, since in the latter case the existing search form adds non-persistent session IDs to the URLs that are difficult to handle and as a result the user click behavior had to be simulated. In total, 40193 judgments of the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court from 1997 to 2017 and 101337 judgments of the Council of State from 1990 to 2016 were retrieved ( Figure 2 ). We should note that not all judgments of these courts are digitized and available to access online. The Legal Council of State, according to the Constitution of Greece, is assigned with the judicial support and representation of the State. Moreover, it is the responsible body for providing legal opinions to official questions of public administration bodies. These opinions are available from two sources: (a) the website of the Legal Council, where the opinions are available as scanned PDF files (hindering transformation into plain text since the conversion task requires the application of OCR techniques, which are not often able to detect with absolute precision the original text) accompanied by a small set of metadata (e.g., keywords, summary, etc.) and (b) the Diavgeia Portal, where all decisions of Greece's Public Administration are published followed by a set of common (once again non-standardized) metadata elements. Diavgeia was set up in 2010 and as a result only subsequent legal opinions are available, however almost half of the available PDF files can be easily transformed into plain text, since they are not scanned documents, at the cost of losing valuable formatting information (e.g., bold, italic or underlined text). Moreover, the resources are becoming available through a REST API that the Diavgeia platform provides. For these reasons, we implemented a python REST client in order to download the available (non-scanned) legal opinions and their metadata and transform the PDF files into plain text. In addition to this, a python scraper was written and used to collect the available metadata from the website of the Legal Council for the same opinions, since the metadata sets from the two online sources are disjoint. In total, 868 legal opinions from 2010 to 2017 were retrieved ( Figure 3 ). The Legal Council of State, according to the Constitution of Greece, is assigned with the judicial support and representation of the State. Moreover, it is the responsible body for providing legal opinions to official questions of public administration bodies. These opinions are available from two sources: (a) the website of the Legal Council, where the opinions are available as scanned PDF files (hindering transformation into plain text since the conversion task requires the application of OCR techniques, which are not often able to detect with absolute precision the original text) accompanied by a small set of metadata (e.g., keywords, summary, etc.) and (b) the Diavgeia Portal, where all decisions of Greece's Public Administration are published followed by a set of common (once again non-standardized) metadata elements. Diavgeia was set up in 2010 and as a result only subsequent legal opinions are available, however almost half of the available PDF files can be easily transformed into plain text, since they are not scanned documents, at the cost of losing valuable formatting information (e.g., bold, italic or underlined text). Moreover, the resources are becoming available through a REST API that the Diavgeia platform provides. For these reasons, we implemented a python REST client in order to download the available (non-scanned) legal opinions and their metadata and transform the PDF files into plain text. In addition to this, a python scraper was written and used to collect the available metadata from the website of the Legal Council for the same opinions, since the metadata sets from the two online sources are disjoint. In total, 868 legal opinions from 2010 to 2017 were retrieved ( Figure 3 ). 
Modelling of Legal Documents

The Akoma Ntoso Data Model
As already mentioned, several standards are available for the modelling and representation of legal documents in a machine-readable format. Some of them are adapted to the needs of specific national legal systems (e.g., CHLexML in Switzerland or LexDania in Denmark), while others follow a more generic and extensible design that allows their usage in different national and international legal contexts. According to Pelech-Pilichowski et al. "an existence of shared standard for legal information significantly reduces costs of digitalization of legal information and guaranties higher level of interoperability of different systems" [28] . Following this argument, we decided to investigate the available options for using an international legal standard rather than a custom model adapted to the features of the documents we had collected. Two widely used XML schemas that belong to this category are Akoma Ntoso [29] and CEN Metalex [30] .
Metalex is a meta-standard for other standards [30] and does not aim at directly providing a format for the representation of legal documents; its main purpose is instead to enhance interchange of legal documents by allowing the mapping of different compliant standards already used to markup the documents [31] . This is the main reason why we decided to apply the Akoma Ntoso standard as a more appropriate approach in the framework of our project, which requires the markup of legal resources in plain text.
Akoma Ntoso, which was recently accepted as an OASIS standard and conforms to Metalex, provides an XML schema for the machine-readable representation of parliamentary, legislative, and judiciary documents, as well as a naming convention for their unique identification based on the FRBR model [32] . The standard supports both structure and metadata modelling and allows for separation of the different layers of legal documents: text, structure, metadata, ontology, and legal rules. It implements the first three levels and provides hooks to external ontologies and legal knowledge modelling. Apart from structural and metadata elements, the schema provides also semantic elements, which can be used to capture the legal meaning of parts of the text (e.g., recognize legal references, the name of a judge, dates, etc.).
Legal Metadata
Availability of metadata for published Open Data provides numerous benefits [33] : improved accessibility, discoverability, searchability, storing, preservation etc. The Akoma Ntoso model defines an extensible core set of metadata elements (either required or optional) found within the metadata block (<meta>), which are used to describe the legal document:
• <identification>: a block for the unique identification of the document according to the FRBR model. We are using this block in accordance to the Akoma Ntoso Naming 
Modelling of Legal Documents
The Akoma Ntoso Data Model
Legal Metadata
• <identification>: a block for the unique identification of the document according to the FRBR model. We are using this block in accordance to the Akoma Ntoso Naming Convention in order to define the International Resource Identifiers (IRIs) for the different levels of the FRBR model (Work, Expression and Manifestation) for the collected court decisions and legal opinions ( Figure 4 ). • <publication>: this block contains information about the publication source of the document; however, it is optional for our document types and it is not used. • <classification>: this section is used to assign classification keywords to the document or part of it. As previously mentioned, legal opinions are published on the Legal Council's website followed by a set of descriptive keywords. These keywords are included within this section (an example is shown in Figure 5 ). • <lifecycle>: this block lists the events that modify the document. • <workflow>: this block lists the events that are involved with the legislative, parliamentary or judiciary process. In our case, these are the necessary procedural steps for the delivery of the decision or legal opinion (e.g., public hearing, court conference, decision publication). • <analysis>: in case of court decisions, it contains the result of the decision and the qualification of the case law citations. • <references>: a section that models references to other documents or ontology classes. We are using this block and the elements (e.g., TLCLocation, TLCPerson, TLCOrganization, TLCRoles, TLCEvent etc.) of the abstract ontological mechanism of the model (Top Level Classes) to denote references to concepts representing locations, persons, organizations, roles and events. For an overview of the ontological structure of the Akoma Ntoso model, one may refer to [34] . • <proprietary>: this block can be used for capturing local or proprietary metadata elements. For example, in the case of legal opinions, we are using this block to place gathered metadata that do not belong to the previous blocks (e.g., a short summary of the opinion, the unique identifier assigned to the opinion from the Diavgeia platform, information about their acceptance or rejection from the responsible body according to the law etc.)
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Convention in order to define the International Resource Identifiers (IRIs) for the different levels of the FRBR model (Work, Expression and Manifestation) for the collected court decisions and legal opinions ( Figure 4 ). • <publication>: this block contains information about the publication source of the document; however, it is optional for our document types and it is not used. • <classification>: this section is used to assign classification keywords to the document or part of it. As previously mentioned, legal opinions are published on the Legal Council's website followed by a set of descriptive keywords. These keywords are included within this section (an example is shown in Figure 5 ). • <publication>: this block contains information about the publication source of the document; however, it is optional for our document types and it is not used. • <classification>: this section is used to assign classification keywords to the document or part of it. As previously mentioned, legal opinions are published on the Legal Council's website followed by a set of descriptive keywords. These keywords are included within this section (an example is shown in Figure 5 ). • <lifecycle>: this block lists the events that modify the document.
• <workflow>: this block lists the events that are involved with the legislative, parliamentary or judiciary process. In our case, these are the necessary procedural steps for the delivery of the decision or legal opinion (e.g. public hearing, court conference, decision publication). • <analysis>: in case of court decisions, it contains the result of the decision and the qualification of the case law citations. • <references>: a section that models references to other documents or ontology classes.
We are using this block and the elements (e.g., TLCLocation, TLCPerson, TLCOrganization, TLCRoles, TLCEvent etc.) of the abstract ontological mechanism of the model (Top Level Classes) to denote references to concepts representing locations, persons, organizations, roles and events. For an overview of the ontological structure of the Akoma Ntoso model, one may refer to [34] . 
Modeling Court Decisions
Decisions published from both Supreme Courts (Arios Pagos and Council of State) follow a similar structure and it is possible to take advantage of recurring linguistic patterns to identify the metadata blocks, the structural parts and several semantic elements, such as the names of judges and lawyers, litigant parties, etc. Akoma Ntoso provides a specific document type for the representation of court decisions, the Judgment document type. Figure 6 shows the XSD diagram for the <judgment> element.
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Decisions published from both Supreme Courts (Arios Pagos and Council of State) follow a similar structure and it is possible to take advantage of recurring linguistic patterns to identify the metadata blocks, the structural parts and several semantic elements, such as the names of judges and lawyers, litigant parties, etc. Akoma Ntoso provides a specific document type for the representation of court decisions, the Judgment document type. Figure 6 shows the XSD diagram for the <judgment> element. At the beginning of a decision of the two Supreme Courts there is usually text referring to the number of the decision and the name of the issuing court, the date of the court hearing, the composition of the court, the litigant parties and their lawyers. This part corresponds to the <header> element. The last part of the decision contains information about the location and date of the court conference and the signatures of the judges. This part is assigned to the <conclusions> section of the <judgment> element. The text between <header and <conclusions> belongs to the <judgmentBody> element, which represents the main body of the decision. The first paragraphs of this section, which usually contain information about the previous decisions that are appealed and the trial procedure, are assigned to the <introduction> element. A standard phrase (e.g., "the court after studying the At the beginning of a decision of the two Supreme Courts there is usually text referring to the number of the decision and the name of the issuing court, the date of the court hearing, the composition of the court, the litigant parties and their lawyers. This part corresponds to the <header> element. The last part of the decision contains information about the location and date of the court conference and the signatures of the judges. This part is assigned to the <conclusions> section of the <judgment> element. The text between <header and <conclusions> belongs to the <judgmentBody> element, which represents the main body of the decision. The first paragraphs of this section, which usually contain information about the previous decisions that are appealed and the trial procedure, are assigned to the <introduction> element. A standard phrase (e.g., "the court after studying the relevant documents, considered the law") is followed by a listing of points that explains how the judges reached the decision. This part is assigned to the <motivation> element, since it contains the argumentation of the court. The <background> element is dismissed, since the facts were analyzed in the decisions of lower courts that are appealed, and this analysis is not included in the decisions of the Supreme Courts. Some references to the facts may be found within the motivation list; however, it is impossible to separate them from the argumentation. The final part of the judgment body, usually beginning with the phrase "for these reasons", contains the decision of the court about the case and is included within the <decision> element. Several semantic elements of the Akoma Ntoso can be used to provide semantic information about concepts found in the decision text: <judge>, <party>, <lawyer>, <docDate>, <docProponent>, <role>, <ref> etc.
Compliance with ECLI
European Case Law Identifier (ECLI) [35] is an EU standard that defines a uniform identification scheme for European case law and a minimum set of (Dublin Core) metadata for the description of court decisions. In Greece, ECLI is currently implemented only for the Council of State. As this standard is designed to improve searchability, accessibility, and retrieval of case law, we considered it important to our modeling to be ECLI-compliant. In order to achieve such compliance, we had to define a mapping between Akoma Ntoso identifiers and ECLI, and a mapping between available Akoma Ntoso metadata elements and ECLI required metadata elements.
ECLI consists of five parts separated by colons: a) the word ECLI, b) the EU country code, c) the abbreviation of the court delivering the decision, d) the year of the decision and e) an ordinal number with a maximum of 25 alphanumeric characters and dots following a format decided by each member state. For the case of the Council of State, the fifth part of ECLI is formed by the following sequence of characters: month of the decision (2-digit format), day of the decision (2-digit format), number of the decision, a dot (.) and finally a string consisted of the year (2-digit format) of the notice of appeal to the court and its number. Figure 7 shows how ECLI can be formed from an Akoma Ntoso identifier. We should note that the number and year of the notice of appeal are available as metadata elements at the website of the Council of State. In our case, we take advantage of the <FRBRalias> element, which is a metadata element that can be used to denote other names of the document at the Work FRBR level; therefore, it is appropriate to handle the value of ECLI.
Moreover, Table 2 shows the mapping between the set of required Dublin Core metadata elements of ECLI and the respective metadata elements available in Akoma Ntoso. the decision, a dot (.) and finally a string consisted of the year (2-digit format) of the notice of appeal to the court and its number. Figure 7 shows how ECLI can be formed from an Akoma Ntoso identifier. We should note that the number and year of the notice of appeal are available as metadata elements at the website of the Council of State. In our case, we take advantage of the <FRBRalias> element, which is a metadata element that can be used to denote other names of the document at the Work FRBR level; therefore, it is appropriate to handle the value of ECLI. Moreover, Table 2 shows the mapping between the set of required Dublin Core metadata elements of ECLI and the respective metadata elements available in Akoma Ntoso. 
Modelling Legal Opinions
Akoma Ntoso provides some generic document types that could be used to model legal opinions (e.g., the Statement type can be used to represent formal expressions of opinion or will). However, the structure of legal opinions highly resembles that of court decisions; as a result, we decided to adopt again the Judgment document type as more appropriate for our modelling requirements. In most cases, a legal opinion can be analyzed in the following parts: At the beginning, there is some basic information regarding the opinion itself (opinion's number, session, composition of the Council, etc.). This part is assigned to the <header> element, which is followed by the main body of the legal opinion (<judgmentBody>). The first part of the main body is usually a summary of the question and it is assigned to the <introduction> block, while the second part, which is assigned to the <background> element, since it corresponds to the description of the facts, is usually a detailed background of the case that prompted the Public Administration body to submit the question. The next section usually cites the applicable provisions and the section that follows contains their interpretation relating to the question. Both sections are part of the <motivation> block, since they contain a detailed analysis of the legal arguments that led the members of the Council to express their opinion. The final part of the legal opinion's body cites the concluding opinion that the members of the Council express regarding the question under examination, which is assigned to the <decision> element. The document ends with the signatures (<conclusions> block).
Legal Language Processing
The availability of big datasets of legal documents facilitated the development of the research area of Legal Analytics, a term referring to the extraction of structured knowledge from unstructured legal texts. Moreno and Redondo note that "this task is very demanding on resources (especially manpower with enough expertise to train the systems) and it is also highly knowledge-intensive" [36] . The automation of such processes results in big sets of semantically annotated legal data, allowing their computational exploitation for more advanced tasks such as legal reasoning. In the Introduction section, we mentioned that legal documents are written in natural language and consequently legal language processing is based on traditional NLP tools and methods and we additionally noted that the language used in legal texts is more complex than in other domains. As Venturi shows in [37] , legal language differs syntactically from ordinary language. The researcher states that " . . . beyond the general NLP difficulties, the specificities of domain-specific features make the automatic processing of these kind of corpora a challenging task and demand specific solutions . . . ".
In this section, we present our approach and the methods and techniques employed for the processing of our legal corpus in order to transform the available legal documents (after converting them to plain text where necessary and applying pre-processing to remove erroneous or irrelevant elements injected from this conversion process) into Open Data. This processing consists of three tasks: (a) legal structure identification, (b) legal references extraction/resolution and (c) named entity recognition.
Legal Structure Identification
In this work, we treat legal language as a Domain Specific Language (DSL), an approach also followed by Koniaris et al. for other legal documents types in [20] . DSLs are languages specifically tailored for the needs of a particular problem or application domain [38] , in our case that being the legal domain. As presented in the previous section about modeling of legal documents, court decisions and legal opinions usually follow a specific structure and the distinction of structural elements is based on recurrent linguistic patterns. In this sense, we consider the syntax rules that model the structural elements of these legal texts as the grammar of the DSL used in the legal sub-domain of judgments and legal opinions. The grammar specifies the sequence of tokens and words that make up a structurally valid text, and consequently it is possible to generate from that grammar a parser able to recognize valid texts and create an abstract syntax tree or graph. In order to define the grammar of the DSL describing the legal texts of our dataset, we created a base set of 75 randomly selected documents (25 legal opinions, 25 decisions of the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court and 25 decisions of the Council of State as shown in Table 3 ), which were used to extract the recurrent linguistic patterns and transform them into grammar rules. Table 3 . Word count analysis of the base set of documents used to extract the grammar rules of the DSL. To achieve our goal, we used ANTLR v4 (ANother Tool for Language Recognition) [39] , a popular lexer and parser generator. ANTLR is already used for parsing tasks in the legal domain, e.g., by the legal analytics company Lex Machina or by the Solon platform [20] for extracting structural and semantic information from legal texts. When the appropriate lexer and parser grammars are defined, ANTLR is able to generate:
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The lexer, which performs the lexical analysis (also known as tokenization) process on the input text. During this process a sequence of characters are converted into a sequence of tokens, which are then passed to the parser.
The parser, which performs syntactic analysis of the input text, based on the tokens sequence of the lexical analysis and the parser grammar, transforming it to a structured representation, such as a parse tree.
The grammar rules of the lexer define the sequences of characters that are treated as the symbols of the DSL modelling judgments and legal opinions. Such symbols could be considered the numbers, sequences of characters of the Greek alphabet, special characters, special phrases found in these legal texts, etc. Table 4 shows some representative rules defined within the lexer grammar.
On the other hand, the parser's grammar rules define how the sequence of tokens of a legal text will be transformed into a parse tree. The rules respect our modelling of the legal documents that was presented earlier and are defined in such a way that by traversing the resulting parse tree, it is possible to identify the structural parts of the legal text.
In Table 5 we include sample rules (since it is impractical to cite all of them) and the respective syntax diagrams (also known as railroad diagrams) for the DSL that describes court decisions. According to the grammar, parsing a court decision expects to match the rules that identify the following sections: header, judgment body, and conclusions. An analysis of the rule for identifying the body of the judgment shows that a decision can optionally contain the introduction section and it is required to match the rules for the identification of the motivation and decision sections. Furthermore, the decision part should consist of an introductory paragraph (decisionIntro rule that matches paragraphs starting with the special phrase "For these reasons" that courts use before the announcement of their decision and after the section that contains their argumentation, the respective rule is omitted) followed by one or more paragraphs (decisionPar). These paragraphs optionally start with a verb or a phrase indicating the outcome of the decision followed by any sequence of tokens and one or more line breaks. The lexer rule matching the token representing the outcome of the decision is already explained in Table 4 . Figure 8 shows a simplified model of a court decision translated in English and how textual patterns usually found in specific positions of the text are selected as templates that form the base for the creation of the grammar rules, which extract elements such as: number of decision, court name, motivation blocklist items, decision and outcomes, conclusions and signatures, etc. Table 4 . Examples of defined lexer grammar rules (in extended Backus-Naur form notation). 
Lexer Rule English Translation Description
Token representing the outcome of the court's decision (e.g., dismiss, approve, remit etc.)
Phrases used to indicate the header of the legal opinions' section containing the history/background of the case that led the administrative body to submit an official question (e.g., History, Short History, History of the case, Analysis etc.). presented earlier and are defined in such a way that by traversing the resulting parse tree, it is possible to identify the structural parts of the legal text.
In Table 5 we include sample rules (since it is impractical to cite all of them) and the respective syntax diagrams (also known as railroad diagrams) for the DSL that describes court decisions. According to the grammar, parsing a court decision expects to match the rules that identify the following sections: header, judgment body, and conclusions. An analysis of the rule for identifying the body of the judgment shows that a decision can optionally contain the introduction section and it is required to match the rules for the identification of the motivation and decision sections. Furthermore, the decision part should consist of an introductory paragraph (decisionIntro rule that matches paragraphs starting with the special phrase "For these reasons" that courts use before the announcement of their decision and after the section that contains their argumentation, the respective rule is omitted) followed by one or more paragraphs (decisionPar). These paragraphs optionally start with a verb or a phrase indicating the outcome of the decision followed by any sequence of tokens and one or more line breaks. The lexer rule matching the token representing the outcome of the decision is already explained in Table 4 . Figure 8 shows a simplified model of a court decision translated in English and how textual patterns usually found in specific positions of the text are selected as templates that form the base for the creation of the grammar rules, which extract elements such as: number of decision, court name, motivation blocklist items, decision and outcomes, conclusions and signatures, etc. presented earlier and are defined in such a way that by traversing the resulting parse tree, it is possible to identify the structural parts of the legal text.
In Table 5 we include sample rules (since it is impractical to cite all of them) and the respective syntax diagrams (also known as railroad diagrams) for the DSL that describes court decisions. According to the grammar, parsing a court decision expects to match the rules that identify the following sections: header, judgment body, and conclusions. An analysis of the rule for identifying the body of the judgment shows that a decision can optionally contain the introduction section and it is required to match the rules for the identification of the motivation and decision sections. Furthermore, the decision part should consist of an introductory paragraph (decisionIntro rule that matches paragraphs starting with the special phrase "For these reasons" that courts use before the announcement of their decision and after the section that contains their argumentation, the respective rule is omitted) followed by one or more paragraphs (decisionPar). These paragraphs optionally start with a verb or a phrase indicating the outcome of the decision followed by any sequence of tokens and one or more line breaks. The lexer rule matching the token representing the outcome of the decision is already explained in Table 4 . Figure 8 shows a simplified model of a court decision translated in English and how textual patterns usually found in specific positions of the text are selected as templates that form the base for the creation of the grammar rules, which extract elements such as: number of decision, court name, motivation blocklist items, decision and outcomes, conclusions and signatures, etc. Similarly, following the presented modelling of legal opinions, we defined the grammar rules of the DSL that can be used to describe this type of legal documents. In Table 6 , we show a short example of the rules used to identify the background section. As already explained, legal opinions have a similar structure to court decisions and consequently the Akoma Ntoso judgment type is used for their representation. The first rule is used to identify the header, the body, and the conclusions of the opinion. Parsing the body of the opinion, we expect to find the introduction (optionally), the background, the motivation, and the decision sections. The background section consists of a heading (a string consisting either of an upper-case Greek letter or a Latin number, followed by the token HISTORY_HEADER, which was described in Table 4 , and a dot) and one or more paragraphs (backgroundDivisionParagraph). Each paragraph optionally starts with the numbering (a number followed by a dot-backgroundDivisionParagraphNum) and continues with the main content of the paragraph. Similarly, following the presented modelling of legal opinions, we defined the grammar rules of the DSL that can be used to describe this type of legal documents. In Table 6 , we show a short example of the rules used to identify the background section. As already explained, legal opinions have a similar structure to court decisions and consequently the Akoma Ntoso judgment type is used for their representation. The first rule is used to identify the header, the body, and the conclusions of the opinion. Parsing the body of the opinion, we expect to find the introduction (optionally), the background, the motivation, and the decision sections. The background section consists of a heading (a string consisting either of an upper-case Greek letter or a Latin number, followed by the token HISTORY_HEADER, which was described in Table 4 , and a dot) and one or more paragraphs (backgroundDivisionParagraph). Each paragraph optionally starts with the numbering (a number followed by a dot-backgroundDivisionParagraphNum) and continues with the main content of the paragraph. Similarly, following the presented modelling of legal opinions, we defined the grammar rules of the DSL that can be used to describe this type of legal documents. In Table 6 , we show a short example of the rules used to identify the background section. As already explained, legal opinions have a similar structure to court decisions and consequently the Akoma Ntoso judgment type is used for their representation. The first rule is used to identify the header, the body, and the conclusions of the opinion. Parsing the body of the opinion, we expect to find the introduction (optionally), the background, the motivation, and the decision sections. The background section consists of a heading (a string consisting either of an upper-case Greek letter or a Latin number, followed by the token HISTORY_HEADER, which was described in Table 4 , and a dot) and one or more paragraphs (backgroundDivisionParagraph). Each paragraph optionally starts with the numbering (a number followed by a dot-backgroundDivisionParagraphNum) and continues with the main content of the paragraph. Similarly, following the presented modelling of legal opinions, we defined the grammar rules of the DSL that can be used to describe this type of legal documents. In Table 6 , we show a short example of the rules used to identify the background section. As already explained, legal opinions have a similar structure to court decisions and consequently the Akoma Ntoso judgment type is used for their representation. The first rule is used to identify the header, the body, and the conclusions of the opinion. Parsing the body of the opinion, we expect to find the introduction (optionally), the background, the motivation, and the decision sections. The background section consists of a heading (a string consisting either of an upper-case Greek letter or a Latin number, followed by the token HISTORY_HEADER, which was described in Table 4 , and a dot) and one or more paragraphs (backgroundDivisionParagraph). Each paragraph optionally starts with the numbering (a number followed by a dot-backgroundDivisionParagraphNum) and continues with the main content of the paragraph. Similarly, following the presented modelling of legal opinions, we defined the grammar rules of the DSL that can be used to describe this type of legal documents. In Table 6 , we show a short example of the rules used to identify the background section. As already explained, legal opinions have a similar structure to court decisions and consequently the Akoma Ntoso judgment type is used for their representation. The first rule is used to identify the header, the body, and the conclusions of the opinion. Parsing the body of the opinion, we expect to find the introduction (optionally), the background, the motivation, and the decision sections. The background section consists of a heading (a string consisting either of an upper-case Greek letter or a Latin number, followed by the token HISTORY_HEADER, which was described in Table 4 , and a dot) and one or more paragraphs (backgroundDivisionParagraph). Each paragraph optionally starts with the numbering (a number followed by a dot-backgroundDivisionParagraphNum) and continues with the main content of the paragraph. Similarly, following the presented modelling of legal opinions, we defined the grammar rules of the DSL that can be used to describe this type of legal documents. In Table 6 , we show a short example of the rules used to identify the background section. As already explained, legal opinions have a similar structure to court decisions and consequently the Akoma Ntoso judgment type is used for their representation. The first rule is used to identify the header, the body, and the conclusions of the opinion. Parsing the body of the opinion, we expect to find the introduction (optionally), the background, the motivation, and the decision sections. The background section consists of a heading (a string consisting either of an upper-case Greek letter or a Latin number, followed by the token HISTORY_HEADER, which was described in Table 4 , and a dot) and one or more paragraphs (backgroundDivisionParagraph). Each paragraph optionally starts with the numbering (a number followed by a dot-backgroundDivisionParagraphNum) and continues with the main content of the paragraph. Similarly, following the presented modelling of legal opinions, we defined the grammar rules of the DSL that can be used to describe this type of legal documents. In Table 6 , we show a short example of the rules used to identify the background section. As already explained, legal opinions have a similar structure to court decisions and consequently the Akoma Ntoso judgment type is used for their representation. The first rule is used to identify the header, the body, and the conclusions of the opinion. Parsing the body of the opinion, we expect to find the introduction (optionally), the background, the motivation, and the decision sections. The background section consists of a heading (a string consisting either of an upper-case Greek letter or a Latin number, followed by the token HISTORY_HEADER, which was described in Table 4 , and a dot) and one or more paragraphs (backgroundDivisionParagraph). Each paragraph optionally starts with the numbering (a number followed by a dot-backgroundDivisionParagraphNum) and continues with the main content of the paragraph. 
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Legal References Extraction
A significant feature of legal documents is that they often refer to each other through legal references, forming complex networks. Extraction and machine-readable annotation of legal references are essential tasks for enhancing the navigation of legal documents, ensure interoperability, facilitate information retrieval, and allow for graph representations of the legal corpus [40] . Agnoloni and Venturi elaborate on legal citations and note that "legal citations . . . should be processed separately through specifically trained parsers able to identify and extract the significant components of a textual legal citation (issuing authority, date, number, etc.) and transform them into a formalized link that can be resolved to the referred text" [41] . Moreover, the researchers underline that while there exist drafting recommendations for writing legal references, they are seldom followed and thus the variability of reference styles makes the automatic legal reference extraction a challenging task. Similar remarks can also be found in [40] .
Following the above remarks, we decided to implement a parser for the detection of legal references in legal documents. Since, according to the existing literature (e.g., [42] ), rule-based approaches seem able to undertake the task of legal references extraction with high precision and recall, we decided to adopt the same DSL approach presented in the previous section. Confirming our findings from the literature review that we conducted, Agnoloni and Venturi argue that reliable and accurate reference parsers typically rely on manually crafted rules based on regular expressions and grammars [41] . In order to create the set of grammar rules of the DSL, we again used the base set of the 75 randomly selected legal documents and we asked a legal expert to identify and markup legal references using the BRAT annotation tool [43] . We decided to work with references to court decisions, laws, legal opinions, and EU legislation, excluding references to administrative circulars and ministerial decisions since there is a much wider variation in the drafting styles of these citations. We adopt the distinction of references found in [44] , according to which references can be classified as simple (comprised of a label, a number and/or a publication date or indirect anaphors to an earlier reference) or complex (multi-valued and multi-layered references) and as complete (when the reference includes the necessary information to identify the referred text) or incomplete (when the necessary information to identify the referred text needs to be inferred from the context). We provide some examples of references classification in Table 7 , while an analysis of the extracted references from our base set of randomly selected legal documents can be found in Table 8 . Next, after inspecting the syntax and structure of the extracted references, we created the grammar rules that match textual legal citations. These rules match both simple and complex, but only complete references. At this phase, we decided not to markup incomplete references, since resolving them and identifying the value of the href attribute requires further processing and this task was out of the scope of our research. Figures 9 and 10 depict the resulting parse trees when the grammar rules match a complex reference to a structural unit of a law and a simple reference to a court decision. It is obvious that by traversing the parse tree it is possible to identify the type of the reference and find the necessary information for resolving the referred text, taking advantage of the node labels. identifying the value of the href attribute requires further processing and this task was out of the scope of our research. Figure 9 and Figure 10 depict the resulting parse trees when the grammar rules match a complex reference to a structural unit of a law and a simple reference to a court decision. It is obvious that by traversing the parse tree it is possible to identify the type of the reference and find the necessary information for resolving the referred text, taking advantage of the node labels. Table 9 includes the English translated parser and lexer rules that match the legal reference "paragraph 2 of article 1 of law 4469/2017" for which the parse tree is shown in Figure 9 . Actually, the rules are much more complex; however, for reasons of clarity and simplicity we include a simplified version based on the specific legal reference that is used as an example. According to the rules, a reference falling into the category of complete legislation is expected to be structured as "explicitLegalElement of explicitLegalElement of explicitLegalType". The explicitLegalElement rule captures text related to structural units of the referred legislative document (e.g. chapters, articles, paragraphs, alineas etc.), while explicitLegalType matches the type of the document (e.g. act, presidential decree etc.). The string "paragraph 2" matches the rule used to detect references to paragraphs (explicitPar), while "article 1" the rule detecting references to articles (explicitArticle) and identifying the value of the href attribute requires further processing and this task was out of the scope of our research. Figure 9 and Figure 10 depict the resulting parse trees when the grammar rules match a complex reference to a structural unit of a law and a simple reference to a court decision. It is obvious that by traversing the parse tree it is possible to identify the type of the reference and find the necessary information for resolving the referred text, taking advantage of the node labels. Table 9 includes the English translated parser and lexer rules that match the legal reference "paragraph 2 of article 1 of law 4469/2017" for which the parse tree is shown in Figure 9 . Actually, the rules are much more complex; however, for reasons of clarity and simplicity we include a simplified version based on the specific legal reference that is used as an example. According to the rules, a reference falling into the category of complete legislation is expected to be structured as "explicitLegalElement of explicitLegalElement of explicitLegalType". The explicitLegalElement rule captures text related to structural units of the referred legislative document (e.g. chapters, articles, paragraphs, alineas etc.), while explicitLegalType matches the type of the document (e.g. act, presidential decree etc.). The string "paragraph 2" matches the rule used to detect references to paragraphs (explicitPar), while "article 1" the rule detecting references to articles (explicitArticle) and "law 4469/2017" the rule used to detect references to acts (legislative_type SPACE? (OF SPACE)? Table 9 includes the English translated parser and lexer rules that match the legal reference "paragraph 2 of article 1 of law 4469/2017" for which the parse tree is shown in Figure 9 . Actually, the rules are much more complex; however, for reasons of clarity and simplicity we include a simplified version based on the specific legal reference that is used as an example. According to the rules, a reference falling into the category of complete legislation is expected to be structured as "explicitLegalElement of explicitLegalElement of explicitLegalType". The explicitLegalElement rule captures text related to structural units of the referred legislative document (e.g., chapters, articles, paragraphs, alineas etc.), while explicitLegalType matches the type of the document (e.g., act, presidential decree etc.). The string "paragraph 2" matches the rule used to detect references to paragraphs (explicitPar), while "article 1" the rule detecting references to articles (explicitArticle) and "law 4469/2017" the rule used to detect references to acts (legislative_type SPACE? (OF SPACE)? law_id, where legislative_type matches "law" and law_id matches "4469/2017"). In this example, the legal citation refers to single structural units (singleLegalElementId rule is matched) of the document, however other references could cite multiple structural units or even a range of them. Similarly, other grammar rules are used to detect the remaining identified textual patterns that are followed by the authors of court decisions and legal opinions when referring to other legal documents. Table 9 . Parser and lexer grammar rules (translated to English) that match the legal reference "paragraph 2 of article 1 of law 4469/2017".
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Named Entity Recognition
Named Entity Recognition (NER) refers to the identification of words or phrases denoting entities belonging to certain categories, such as locations, persons or organizations. Applying NER to legal texts is an important task, since it is a process able to assign semantic meaning to legal entities (e.g., juries, courts, lawyers) that hold a significant role in the legal process. In this work, a multi-domain Named Entity Recognizer [45] developed by the Institute for Language and Speech Processing of the "Athena" Research Center was employed. The Named Entity Recognizer follows a machine learning approach (based on single-level maximum entropy), it can be adapted to multiple domains and it is able to recognize entities belonging to the classes PERSONS, LOCATIONS, and ORGANIZATIONS. The researchers of the ILSP trained their model using a set of 35 tagged legal texts that we provided. Then, they used the Named Entity Recognizer to extract the recognized entities from all the files of our legal dataset of court decisions and legal opinions and provided us with the tagged entities within the legal texts. However, further training of the model seems to be needed to improve its accuracy. Some other entities with semantic meaning, such as the number of the decision or opinion, the name of the legal body, the issue date, the date of the court hearing, etc. can be found at fixed positions within the legal texts and rule-based processing (use of regular expressions in our case) is able to identify them. Semantic information is attached to these entities using the available Akoma Ntoso elements, such as <docProponent>, <docType>, <docNumber>, <date> etc. Table 10 sums up the semantic elements that are detected during the transformation process and the method for their detection. Figure 11 shows an example of marked-up entities tagged with the Akoma Ntoso elements <person> and <date> and the mechanism that the standard provides, through the <references> section of the <meta> element and the Top-Level Classes, for their semantic connection to external (fictional in our case) ontologies. The outcome of the decision, found within the <decision> element (e.g., dismiss, approve, remit etc.)
Information 2020, 11, 10 18 of 29 Figure 11 . Example of extracted semantic entities (person and date) and their connection to external ontological classes. 
Components' Integration and Documents Transformation
Following the architecture shown in Figure 1 , all distinct components were integrated into a functional system developed using the python programming language. The system was setup in a server 
Following the architecture shown in Figure 1 , all distinct components were integrated into a functional system developed using the python programming language. The system was setup in a server equipped with a 4-core Intel Xeon E3-1220v6 CPU @3,00GHz and 8GB RAM, which can be considered a low-end solution in terms of computational power. After collecting the available documents from the selected legal sources, transforming them into plain text and applying necessary pre-processing, the resulting set of 142398 text files was used to feed the legal language processor pipeline.
Using parallel processing (with the GNU Parallel tool [46] ) we were able to take advantage of all CPU cores at the same time for the processing of the legal texts. The process is as follows: each file initially passes through the Lexer and the resulting tokens are given as input to the Parser. The resulting parse tree is enriched with NER tags for the extracted entities, and the output is provided as input to the XML encoder. This module traverses the parse tree and takes advantage of the nodes' labels in order to identify the parts that form the elements of the XML file. Especially for metadata elements, metadata collected from the legal sources are combined with the necessary nodes of the parse tree in order to create the content of the <meta> element. Finally, the XML file is validated against the Akoma Ntoso Schema.
The transformation process lasted for almost 15 d. The average time for the transformation of each document was 29.91 s. However, there is room for even better performance by using Java instead of Python, since the Java target of ANTLR can be up to 20 times faster than the Python target and parsing occupies almost 95% of each document processing time. Finally, 127,061 XML files were found to be valid Akoma Ntoso documents, a number that accounts for a percentage of 89.23% of the total number of documents (91.47% of judgments of the Council of State, 83.85% of judgments of the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court and 77.30% of legal opinions). Most validation failures are found for documents published in specific years (e.g., 1995-1998 and 2009 for the Council of State and 2014-2017 for the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court), for which there are no documents in our training set or in the opposite case, the selected documents were not representative of the drafting style followed during these periods. Consequently, a more careful selection of the training set, instead of the random selection that we adopted, could lead to even better results.
The source code of our system along with a sample collection of automatically generated XML files are available in a Github repository: https://github.com/OpenLawsGR/judgments2AKN. Moreover, in Table 11 we provide a short representative example of a court decision (part of the text was omitted due to space limitations) marked up in the Akoma Ntoso standard. Table 11 . Example of a court decision (some parts are omitted due to space limitations) automatically marked up in Akoma Ntoso. Different colors are used to denote the distinct structural and semantic elements. 
Sample Decision's Akoma Ntoso Markup
</identification> <lifecycle source = "#openLawsGR"> <eventRef date = "2019-11-05" source = "#original" type = "generation"/> </lifecycle> <workflow source = "#openLawsGR"> <step by = "#SCCC" date = "2013-10-31" refersTo = "#courtConferenceDate"/> <step by = "#SCCC" date = "2013-10-31" refersTo = "#decisionPublicationDate"/> <step by="#SCCC" date = "2013-10-08" refersTo = "#publicHearingDate"/> </workflow> <references source = "#openLawsGR"> <original eId = "original" href = "/akn/gr/judgment/SCCC/2013/1294/ell@" showAs = "Original"/> <TLCOrganization eId = "dikastirio_areios_pagos" href = "/akn/ontology/organization/gr/dikastirio_areios_pagos" showAs = "TO ∆IKAΣTHPIO TOΥ APEIOΥ ΠAΓOΥ"/> <TLCPerson eId = "Grigorios_Koytsopoylo" href = "/akn/ontology/person/gr/Grigorios_Koytsopoylo" showAs = "Γρηγóριo Koυτσóπoυλo"/> <TLCPerson eId = "Xaralampos_Athanasios" href="/akn/ontology/person/gr/Xaralampos_Athanasios" showAs="Xαράλαµπoυ Aθανασίoυ"/> <TLCOrganization eId = "trimelis_plimmeleiodikeio_Athina" href = "/akn/ontology/organization/gr/trimelis_plimmeleiodikeio_Athina" showAs="Tριµελoύς Πληµµελειoδικείoυ Aθηνών"/> <TLCEvent eId = "publicHearingDate" href = "/akn/ontology/event/gr/publicHearingDate" showAs = "Hµερoµηνία δηµóσιας συνεδρίασης"/> <TLCEvent eId = "decisionPublicationDate" href = "/akn/ontology/event/gr/decisionPublicationDate" showAs = "Hµερoµηνία δηµoσίευσης απóϕασης"/> <TLCEvent eId = "courtConferenceDate" href = "/akn/ontology/event/gr/courtConferenceDate" showAs = "Hµερoµηνία διάσκεψης"/> </references> </meta> <header> <p>Aριθµóς<docNumber>1294/2013</docNumber></p> <p> <docProponent> <organization refersTo = "#dikastirio_areios_pagos">TO ∆IKAΣTHPIO TOΥ APEIOΥ ΠAΓOΥ</organization> </docProponent> </p> <p>ΣT' Πoινικó Tµήµα</p> <p>Συγκρoτήθηκε απó τoυς ∆ικαστές: <person refersTo = "#Grigorios_Koytsopoylo">Γρηγóριo Koυτσóπoυλo</person>, Aντιπρóεδρo Aρείoυ Πάγoυ, . . . </p> <p>Συνήλθε σε δηµóσια συνεδρίαση στo Kατάστηµά τoυ στις <date refers To = "publicHearingDate" date = "2013-10-08">8 Oκτωβρίoυ 2013</date> µε την παρoυσία τoυ Aντεισαγγελέα τoυ Aρείoυ Πάγoυ Nικoλάoυ Παντελή (γιατί κωλύεται η Eισαγγελέας) και τoυ Γραµµατέως <person refersTo = "#Xaralampos_Athanasios">Xαράλαµπoυ Aθανασίoυ</person>, για να δικάσει την αίτηση τoυ αναιρεσείoντoςκατηγoρoυµένoυ, Σ. N. τoυ I., κατoίκoυ . . . , πoυ δεν παραστάθηκε στo ακρoατήριo, περί αναιρέσεως της <ref href = "/akn/gr/judgment/MagistrateCourtAthens/2012/60989/!main">60989/2012 απoϕάσεως τoυ <organization refers To = "#trimelis_plimmeleiodikeio_Athina">Tριµελoύς Πληµµελειoδικείoυ Aθηνών</organization></ref>.</p> </header> <judgmentBody> <introduction> <p>To Tριµελές Πληµµελειoδικείoυ Aθηνών, µε την ωςάνω απóϕασή τoυ διέταξε óσα λεπτoµερώς αναϕέρoνται σ' αυτή και o αναιρεσείωνκατηγoρoύµενoς ζητεί την αναίρεση αυτής, για τoυς λóγoυς πoυ αναϕέρoνται στην απó 1 Aπριλίoυ 2013 αίτησή τoυ αναιρέσεως, η oπoία καταχωρίστηκε στo oικείo πινάκιo µε τoν αριθµó 620/13.</p> </introduction> 
<motivation> <p>A ϕ oύά κ o υ σ ε Toν Aντεισαγγελέα πoυ πρóτεινε να απoρριϕθεί ως ανυπoστήρικτη η πρoκείµενη αίτηση.</p> <p>ΣKEΦTHKE ΣΥMΦΩNA ME TO NOMO</p> <blockList eId = "motivation_list_1"> <item eId = "motivation_list_1__item_1"> <num>1.</num> <p> . . . </p> </item> <item eId = "motivation_list_1__item_2"> <num>2.</num> <p>Στην πρoκειµένη περίπτωση, óπως πρoκύπτει απó τo υπó ηµερoµηνία 18 Ioυνίoυ 2013 απoδεικτικó επίδoσης της επιµελήτριας ∆ικαστηρίων Eισαγγελίας τoυ Aρείoυ Πάγoυ .o αναιρεσείων κλητεύθηκε απó τoν Eισαγγελέα τoυ Aρείoυ Πάγoυ νóµιµα και εµπρóθεσµα, για να εµϕανισθεί στη συνεδρίαση πoυ αναϕέρεται στην αρχή της απóϕασης αυτής, πλην óµως δεν εµϕανίσθηκε κατ" αυτήν και την εκϕώνηση της υπóθεσης ενώπιoν τoυ ∆ικαστηρίoυ τoύτoυ. Kατά συνέπεια, η υπó κρίση αίτηση αναίρεσης πρέπει να απoρριϕθεί και να επιβληθoύν στoν αναιρεσείoντα τα δικαστικάέξoδo (<ref href = "/akn/gr/act/presidentialDecree/1986/258/!main#art_583__par_1">άρθρo 583 παρ. 1 K.Πoιν.∆</ref>.)</p> </item> </blockList> </motivation> <decision> <p>ΓIA TOΥΣ ΛOΓOΥΣ AΥTOΥΣ</p> <p><outcome>Aπoρρίπτει</outcome> την απó 1-4-2013 αίτηση τoυ Σ. N. τoυ I . . . ..</p> <p><outcome>Kαταδικάζει</outcome> τoν αναιρεσείoντα στα δικαστικάέξoδα πoυ ανέρχoνται σε διακóσια πενήντα (250) ευρώ.</p> </decision> </judgmentBody> <conclusions> <p>Kρίθηκε και απoϕασίσθηκε στην Aθήνα στις <date refersTo = "courtConferenceDate" date = "2013-10-31">31 Oκτωβρίoυ 2013</date> . Kαι</p> <p>∆ηµoσιεύθηκε στην Aθήνα, σε δηµóσια συνεδρίαση στo ακρoατήριó τoυ, στις <date refers To = "decisionPublicationDate" date = "2013-10-31">31 Oκτωβρίoυ 2013</date>.</p> <p>O ANTIΠPOE∆POΣ O ΓPAMMATEAΣ</p> </conclusions> </judgment> </akomaNtoso>
Evaluation Results
In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, we created a second set of 75 randomly selected documents, 25 from each legal body, as shown in Table 12 . These documents were automatically transformed into Akoma Ntoso XML files following our approach, and a legal expert was asked to manually assess the performance of our method for legal structure identification and legal citations extraction and resolution.
To evaluate the quality of the structural markup, we followed the same approach as Sannier et al. in [12] : we classified the main structural elements (header, introduction, background, motivation, decision, conclusions) as fully correct (FC) if no manual corrections were needed, partially correct (PC) if the elements were present but corrections were needed and missed (M) if they were absent. The results of the evaluation of the basic structural elements' annotation are shown in Table 13 . In our case, where the legal texts follow the Judgment type structure, there is a relatively small number of main structural elements in each document, in contrast to legal acts, where there exist usually dozens of chapters, articles, paragraphs, etc. The value of the metric Q that Sannier, et al. proposed (Q = FC/(FC+PC+M)), which denotes the proportion of fully correct elements over the total number of elements is 94.24%, meaning that the additional manual effort required to fix problems of the automated process related to the structure of the generated files is considerably low, taking also into account that partially correct elements (4.15%) require less effort to fix than missed elements (1,61%). Consequently, our approach performs extremely well regarding legal structure identification, even for documents like legal opinions, where drafting rules are much more loose and each author follows their own style. Total 434 409 18 7 In order to evaluate the quality of our legal citations' extraction and resolution method, we considered as correct only the detected legal references that were resolved correctly. Consequently, partially detected references or references with a wrong or partially correct value of the href attribute were classified as erroneous. We should note again that in this research effort we did not work with incomplete references and as a result such references were not taken into account in the evaluation process. The results of the assessment are shown in Table 14 , while Table 15 contains the respective values of Precision, Recall, and F1 Score. Several interesting remarks emerge from the inspection of these tables. First of all, the mean number of complete legal references is 22.24 references per document and considering that there are also many incomplete references, we confirm that court decisions and legal opinions are highly interconnected with each other and with other legal documents. It is obvious that in case of manual processing, a considerable workload is required for legal references' detection and markup. Legal opinions contain almost 2.5 times more references than court decisions, which is expected when considering the length of each document's type. Our grammar seems to perform very well regarding simple references, since almost 90% of them were successfully detected and resolved. The performance drops significantly for complex references to almost 78%, since there are much more citation styles for this category, while in total 81.29% (a percentage corresponding to the Recall metric) of all complete references were correctly extracted and resolved. Performance varies slightly between different legal bodies and documents from the Council of State show less variation in citing patterns than documents from the other two bodies. We should note that in contrast to legislative drafting, there are usually no official instructions for legal referencing when drafting court decisions and legal opinions, and as a result several different referencing styles can be found in these texts. Moreover, we noticed that the identification and resolution process was often failing due to typos or misspelling (e.g., mix of look-alike characters of the Latin and Greek alphabet or injection of unnecessary punctuation marks). Other reasons for failures in the evaluation process include the existence of extremely complex or ambiguous references (sometimes even difficult for a non-legal expert to resolve) and the use of rare citation patterns. The performance would be much higher if we had taken into account partially detected and resolved references. Considering that our base set that was used to identify the referencing patterns and create the grammar rules consisted of only 75 documents, we believe that the performance of the approach is satisfying and reduces significantly human effort to markup the rest of the legal references. A larger set of documents would have revealed more citation patterns, allowing for a more extended grammar and probably better evaluation results, since another frequent reason for failures was that some referencing patterns in the evaluation set were not present in the base set. At the same time, a larger base set would require higher workload and more time to inspect the documents, detect the patterns and create the set of grammar rules. Finally, we should highlight that the approach produced an extremely small number of false positive results (only six), which is the reason for the high value of the Precision metric.
Discussion
As discussed in the Introduction section, it is a common belief among researchers that releasing available government data as Open Data is a prerequisite for gaining the expected benefits. However, a long way is still lying ahead regarding data liberation, since in 2016 only 10% of data published at a global level were estimated to get released in an open format, a fact that significantly limits the potential for reuse and exploitation [47] . The situation seems even more disappointing when inspecting the application of the Open Data principles in the legal domain. According to the 4th edition of the Open Data Barometer [48] , a global report of the World Wide Web Foundation on Open Government Data, while legislative datasets are considered important for government accountability, datasets related to legislation consist only 3% of open datasets published by all governments. Six years ago, Marsden was stressing the need for Big Open Legal Data that would contribute to better access to legislation and better governance [49] , however Open Data surveys like the Open Data Barometer show that we have not yet achieved this goal.
On the other hand, simple opening of data is not enough for creating value from their exploitation. As Peristeras notes at the foreword of the book "Open Data Exposed" [50] , there is additionally the need for policies that guarantee data quality, promote interoperability, and ensure compliance to established standards.
Working towards surpassing those problems that hinder the exploitation of available legal documents in digital format, we have so far focused our research on developing a methodology for automating the transformation of the existing corpus of legal documents into Open Data, taking advantage of the structural and semantic features of legal texts and the available natural language processing tools. Such an automation is necessary in order to reduce the need for human involvement in the process, saving valuable resources. As van Opijnen has noted in [51] , before solving more challenging problems of the legal informatics domain, such as legal reasoning, we should fix the architectural flaws related to legal information publishing (e.g., formats, standardization of resources identification, interconnection, etc.).
Answering the dilemma between rule-based and machine learning approaches, we decided to proceed with a rule-based implementation. While machine learning is much more attractive to the academic community for information extraction related tasks, rule-based systems are easier to comprehend, maintain, incorporate domain knowledge and debug and are more popular between industrial vendors, even if recall and precision are often lower and rules' development is a tedious manual task [52] .
In this context, we believe that our work makes several contributions: Unlike other similar efforts found in the relevant literature, we wanted to incorporate our approach into well-established theoretical Open Data frameworks that are designed to promote data exploitation. The proposed methodology of our project is aligned with the ecosystem approach from the publisher perspective, an approach which, as already discussed, is considered appropriate to create value from Open Data, while at the same time contributes to higher Open Data maturity in practices of both data providers and consumers [23] . More specifically, in Section 2 we showed how the steps of our methodology are aligned with two ecosystem models: the extended Open Data lifecycle and the BOLD analytics lifecycle. Our approach is designed to cover the specific characteristics of documents produced within the Greek legal system; however, it can be easily adapted to cover the features and peculiarities of other legal systems. Even if one may argue that the Greek legal system is of little interest to the global legal research community due to the small size of the population that is able to read legal documents written in the Greek language, such projects are of high importance and provide useful insights, since according to Peristeras the application of the Open Data movement outside the Anglo-Saxon context "revealed specificities and special characteristics based on cultural, institutional and organisational factors that need to be carefully considered" [50] .
Standardization and interoperability are important requirements for promoting innovation in the big data ecosystem that derives from public sector generated information [53] . Despite the existing efforts for legal documents standardization, the level of interoperability in this field is still low, while the poor level of semantic information attached to documents prevents conceptual interconnection and sharing of information [54] . Our work, contrary to a number of other research efforts that use custom solutions and schemas for legal data representation, builds on well-established international standards of the legal semantic web, such as the Akoma Ntoso document model, the Akoma Ntoso naming convention and ECLI. Akoma Ntoso provides flexibility and allows for local customization, while at the same time ensuring interoperability by defining common building blocks that can be applied to different judiciary systems.
Sannier et al. [12] have underlined the lack of research focusing on automatic structural markup of legal documents at large scale and stressed the need for more efforts in this field. Our work comes to fill this gap, resulting at a large volume of court decisions and legal opinions being automatically marked up in the Akoma Ntoso format using legal language processing techniques. In total, more than 140,000 documents were automatically processed and marked up in XML in approximately 15 d (as already discussed, this performance could be much better if the Java instance of ANTLR was used) with a percentage of valid XML files around 90%, while manual markup would require several man-months or even man-years and would result at a much higher cost (we should note that the server used for the processing of the legal texts costs less than 1800 Euros). Moreover, we conducted an evaluation of the approach that treats legal language as a Domain Specific Language, since Koniaris et al. [20] , who also employed the DSL approach in a similar research, do not provide evaluation results on the quality of the transformation. The quality evaluation of the markup that we performed confirms the conclusion of Sannier et al. [12] , according to which automatic approaches for the markup are effective and the amount of required manual effort is relatively low. The evaluation results that we presented showed that around 95% of the effort needed to markup the structural parts of the legal documents can be fully undertaken by the NLP processing software, while only 1% of the effort is exclusively manual and around 4% is a combination of manual and machine work. Similarly, more than 80% of the effort needed to successfully markup complete legal references can be accomplished automatically, while a considerable portion of citations are detected but not resolved. As a result, the automated completion of the markup tasks takes on average around half a minute and only minimal manual intervention is needed to correct software failures, while our experience showed that marking up legal documents manually with an Akoma Ntoso editor requires up to 30 min depending on the length of the document. We should not forget that the designed pipeline includes also other time-consuming steps, such as preprocessing and validation, which when performed manually increase even more the required processing time. However, more research is needed to fully automate the process and a semi-automated approach with low manual intervention seems currently more realistic. For the time being, our work confirmed that automation cannot be fully accurate mostly due to the complexity and variation of legal language used and manual work remains inevitable, a conclusion also highlighted in [12] .
Our work confirmed most of the causes identified in [12] as barriers for the automation of the transformation process: heterogeneity of drafting styles, rare patterns for cross-references, incorrect use of characters that look identical, typographical errors, line breaks used for layout purposes etc. Since most of the above problems are not trivial to solve and require time investment in the pre-processing stage, confirming their impact to the quality of transformation is beneficial, as it highlights to candidate Open Data producers the need for setting up a strategy to tackle with them.
Transformation of data originally available in not machine-processable formats into open format and creation of descriptive metadata is a process that requires considerable costs that are part of the so-called "adaptation costs" [50] . According to Zuiderwijk et al. [33] the creation and maintenance of metadata is time-consuming and requires high investments and costs. Designing methodologies and tools for the automation of the process highly contributes to the removal of these Open Data barriers.
Court decisions are important base materials for legal professionals and other involved stakeholders in the legal domain, however their re-use as open data is still limited mainly due to technical barriers, such as documents' format [55] . The EU Council, in its Conclusions on the Online Publication of Court Decisions, urge for the publication of court decisions in machine readable format, along with their metadata, a practice that could facilitate data re-use [27] . Our work is one of the few in the research literature focusing on the publication of court decisions as Open Data. Additionally, as far as we know, it is the only research effort considering transformation of legal opinions (a legal document type with its own distinct characteristics), which are important documents for the application of the law, into an open format.
It is worth mentioning that one limitation of our work is that the evaluation results are not validated against other automated transformation approaches. Such a task would require the application of other proposed parsing and processing methodologies on the same set of legal documents; unfortunately, this is not currently feasible due to the following reasons:
Approaches adapted to other legal systems and languages cannot be directly applied to our dataset, due to the peculiarities and the specific features of the Greek legal domain (including the unique characteristics of Greek court decisions and legal opinions) and the language used.
Most research works do not provide enough details to reproduce the adopted approaches. Especially in the case of rule-based systems (being the majority of automated markup efforts in the literature), the performance highly depends on the completeness of the employed set of rules.
In the Related Work section, we referenced two research projects oriented towards Greek legal documents that can be applied in texts written in the Greek language. In [20] , neither the source code of the "Solon" platform nor the set of grammar rules used for legal text parsing are published. On the other hand, while the legal parser presented in [19] is available on Github, it is used to parse documents of the Government Gazette and detect their structure and cannot be used to extract structural elements of court decisions or legal opinions. Moreover, legal references in these documents follow a much stricter drafting style, due to rules set by a special committee, while judges are free to write legal citations according to their personal taste. As a result, a direct comparison of the performance of legal citations' extraction between the two approaches would not make sense.
We should stress at this point that it was not our primary goal to propose the optimal parsing approach for solving the automated transformation problem. Filling the gap that Sannier et al. underlined in [12] , we wanted to validate the hypothesis that automated methodologies can be applied with satisfactory results in the large scale processing of legal documents, highly reducing the need for manual effort. As already discussed, the presented evaluation results successfully confirmed this hypothesis.
Conclusions
The legal domain is a domain where large volumes of legal documents are produced; however, usually the publishing bodies do not follow the Open Data paradigm, preventing data sharing and reuse and consequently limiting the potential benefits that could arise. We strongly believe that Legal Open Data publishing should be a responsibility and a priority of each government and we agree with the opinion of Charalabidis et al. who state that "rather than liberating data ex-post, the processes of data generation have to be open by design in order to minimize the cost of making them available to relevant stakeholders" [47] . Nevertheless, until the open-by-design model is adopted by the governments and the legal publishing bodies, we cannot but direct our research efforts on facilitating the ex-post transformation of raw legal documents into Open Data. Moving in this direction, we presented a methodology adapted to the ecosystem approach for the automatic transformation of court decisions and legal opinions into Open Data using legal language processing techniques.
In the future, we plan to extend our grammar, adding more legal texts in the base set used to extract the DSL rules and study how the markup quality is influenced. One should expect the performance to increase, since more language patterns are identified, until reaching a saturation level where adding more texts only slightly improves the results, as Sannier et al. note in [42] . Moreover, in order to attach more accurate semantic information to the legal text, we intend to investigate possible improvements of the applied NER approach or the application of other approaches, such as the one implemented by Angelidis et al.
[56] that seems to provide very good results for Greek legal texts. Towards this direction, we are currently working on distinguishing the different roles involved in the judiciary process (e.g., judge, lawyer, defendant, appellant), usually present at the header of the legal documents.
Another direction for further research is the application of the ecosystem approach from the consumer side. As already discussed, data opening does not guarantee data exploitation. To achieve this, we plan to collaborate with the legal community (e.g., lawyers and juries) in order to understand the needs of the involved stakeholders and propose a strategy for the exploitation of available Legal Open Data. Generating value from Open Data is a complex process and requires the collaboration of all involved actors. In [57], we have already identified some usage scenarios that take advantage of legal open datasets and we intend to build on top of this work. Working in this direction, we also want to implement a web platform that would provide enhanced access (employing visualization techniques and providing a REST API) to the generated open dataset.
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